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of life

NEW LEASE
POLLY AND GEORGE
PHILLIPS RENOVATED
THIS FORMER STONE
HAY BARN TO CREATE
A LUXURIOUS HOME
WITH A MODERNMEETS-RURAL LOOK
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REAL HOMES

Dining area

The open-plan kitchen-diner is
expansive, but the large central
island creates a natural divide
between the two areas, and
makes for easier socialising when
there are guests. An extra-large
dining table provides the focus
for festive entertaining.
BUY THE KEY PIECES

Try the Tribeca dining table, £129,
Dunelm. Contemporary bath stone
pendant lights, £395 each, Anton & K
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HOME NOTES
WHO LIVES HERE?
Polly Phillips is the marketing/
guest experience director at
Bibury Farm Barns. Her
husband, George, is a grain
trader. They have two
children, Lilah, three, and
Rory, two.
THE PROPERTY
A four-bedroom converted
19th-century stone barn at
George’s family farm in Bibury
in the Cotswolds.

HALLWAY

To retain the aura of a working
farm building, much of the
barn’s stone and beam work
has been exposed, alongside
old barn doors.

s

et on the edge of a working arable
and livestock farm in rolling fields
in the heart of the Cotswolds, the
Old Hay Barn is one of five barns
that owners Polly and George
Phillips set about converting back in 2017.
‘The barns formed part of George’s family
farm, the nucleus of which is next door and is
still used as the main farm building,’ says Polly.
‘Due to larger farm machinery and a need for
bigger grain stores, these buildings were no
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longer fit for purpose. But they are beautiful
Cotswold stone buildings, and there are wonderful
views of the countryside. So we decided that
turning them into boutique holiday properties
(biburyfarm.com) would give them a new lease
of life and give guests a chance to explore this
wonderful area, where we both grew up ’
The barns were in disrepair, but structurally
in good shape. ‘Only one of the five required
underpinning, which was a relief,’ says
Polly. ‘Our main focus was to retain as many of
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REAL HOMES

Living area

A palette of soft grey has been
used throughout the barn to give
a luxurious, comfortable mood
that invites relaxation. Weathered
wood pieces, rustic pottery and
plush soft furnishings add
warmth and colour in key places.

WOW MOMENT

Display a grouping of similar
objects – such as earthenware
vases – on a floating shelf for
instant impact

BUY THE KEY PIECES

The Grey wool herringbone carpet,
from £74.95sq m, Alternative
Flooring, would work here. Try
Chenille cushion, £13, Dunelm
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WOW MOMENT

Longline wooden shelves
look striking decked with
kitchenware and greenery
and increase the feeling
of height in the room

Kitchen

Simple grey Shaker kitchen
cabinets are given an urban edge
topped with concrete-look
worktops, wooden shelves and
hexagonal wall tiles. Open
shelves, rather than wall cabinets,
help keep the sense of space in a
large, open-plan area like this.
BUY THE KEY PIECES

Fairford Slate Grey units, Howdens.
Karven Roest vertical pendant
lights, £242.50, Beut
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REAL HOMES

Dining area

Polo blankets across the backs of
dining chairs soften the modern
industrial feel of the furnishings.
A garland of greenery runs the
length of the dining table, dotted
with candle votives to give an
informal, Christmassy vibe.
BUY THE KEY PIECES

Eucalyptus garland, £32.99, Gisela
Graham, would work here. The
Argentine saddle blanket in Black,
£32, RJ Polo Team, is a match

“

"

Our main FOCUS was to RETAIN as many of the
original interior and exterior FEATURES as possible
the original interior and exterior features as
possible,’ she adds. ‘Although I had planned to do
the interior design myself, during a trip to a
flooring shop it became clear I didn’t have the
expertise - in addition to which I fell pregnant.’
So the couple enlisted the help of interior
designer Pippa Paton, founder and design
director of Pippa Paton Design, who has received
wide acclaim for her sympathetic Cotswolds
renovations. ‘On our first walk-around with
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Pippa, she spotted some certificates from
prize-winning bulls and sheep pinned to the
rafters, dating back to the 1950s. When she
scrabbled in the dust to salvage them for
cleaning and reframing, we knew she was the
right choice!’ says Polly.
Pippa and Polly worked closely together. ‘For
the interior, we decided on an artisanal meets
industrial scheme, achieved using a combination
of chunky steel furnishings, concrete pendant
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Main en suite

Hexagonal tiles in the splashback
and on the floor reflect the sloping
roofline of the en suite. The rustic
wooden vanity is a nod to the
barn’s heritage, with twin copper
basins adding a luxe element.
BUY THE KEY PIECES

Antique silver pendant mirrors, £155
each, Graham & Green. Original
Style Zenith copper aluminium
mosaic tiles, £27.95 per panel,
Tile and Stone Online

“

"

There’s something SOOTHING about stepping on the
warm floor, knowing it’s HEATED from the EARTH
lights and a worktop from Corian’s Concrete
range on the kitchen island,’ says Pippa.
Layered on top are natural materials such as
wool, leather, hessian and sheepskin,
set against an inviting palette of pale greys,
accented with darker walls in the bedrooms,
plus generously-sized beds and deep, squashy
sofas that exude luxury. To retain the aura
of a working farm building, the couple chose to
expose much of the barn’s stone and beam work,
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alongside old barn doors and black steel-framed
windows that reference the barn’s original role.
‘We also installed ground source heat pumps,
which keep the barns at an ambient temperature
all year round. There’s something soothing about
stepping on the warm floor, knowing it’s heated
from the earth,’ says Polly.
‘We’re so pleased with the results,’ she adds.
‘It’s a great place to live, with the Christmas
decorations up, it’s so cosy and festive.’ n
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REAL HOMES

Main bedroom

Pale grey walls and flooring run
throughout the upstairs creating
a calm, cohesive look. A pop of
colour will lift an all-grey scheme
– amber coloured glassware adds
a cosy glow positioned in front of
a mirror where it catches the light.

WOW MOMENT

Painting one wall behind
the bed a darker grey
makes the bed the focal
point of the room

BUY THE KEY PIECES

Wall painted in Paris Rooftops pure
flat emulsion, £51 for 2.5ltr, Paint &
Paper Library. Hooked pendant
lights, £333 each, Buster & Punch
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REAL HOMES

Family bathroom

Pink tiles add a playful touch,
while the large basin allows
several little ones to get ready
for bed simultaneously. The bath
is centrally positioned for
maximum light from the Velux.
BUY THE KEY PIECES

WOW MOMENT

Extra-large floor tiles
need fewer grout lines,
which will give a feeling of
spaciousness in a
smaller bathroom
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Astrid Pink porcelain tiles, £43sq m,
Mandarin Stone. Wall painted in Salt
IV pure flat emulsion, £51 for 2.5ltr,
Paint & Paper Library
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